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INFRASTRUCTURE Project Watch

"Our drones provide companies
with critical information... all within less than 45 minutes.
AII of this info would take days to collect manually."
Kathy Kim, vice president marketing, Airobotics
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"blind spot" data needed to be gathered by people
on the ground, adding time to a project. Machinery
could keep running during inspections.
Within hours of drone mission completion,
Optimus delivered orthophotos to the engineers.
High-resolution aerial visuals were produced from
automatically collected data, and measured using
hundreds of thousands of surface points to create
an accurate visual model, instead of traditional hu
man-operated surveying techniques that measure
only hundreds of points. This contributed to accu
rate results, streamlined workflows, lower logistical
overhead, and increased response times and data
acquisition pace.
"Our drones provide companies with critical in
formation," Airobotics' Kathy Kim said. She enu
merated: "stockpile volumes and end-of-month
reconciliation, terrain mapping, change detection,
asset management, scbeduling, situational aware
ness, as well as infrastructure and equipment
inspection, all within less than 45 minutes. All
of this info would take days to collect manually."
Optimus replaced 50 percent of the normal number
of ground-based surveyors.
PROJECT POST-MORTEM

Frequent data collection and reduced time and cost
yielded what Kim called "actionable insights that
impact the bottom line.

Airobotics' Kathy Kim and her team enumerated the
benefits Optimus contributed to the Haifa project:
• High level of accuracy, efficiency and resolution
• Aerial mapping of previously inaccessible areas
• High frequency of data collection providing immediate
insights for decision-makers
• Engineers and contractors gaining an accurate depiction
of project development and timeline expectations
\
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''Automation cuts out business and human risks,
increases accuracy of data collected and allows
24/7 availability. Personnel are then freed up to
perform more valuable roles, such as data analysis,"
she noted. "Performing frequent data collection at a
fraction of time and costs while maximizing safety
and human resources effectiveness will directly re
sult in an overall lowering of production cost per
ton of commodity mined."
Shapir Civil and Marine Engineering Senior
Project Manager Ofir Uzana echoed that senti
ment. "Drones are the future," he told Israel's ynet
news, "and I'm certain that this valuable tool is in
novating the way we operate in construction sites."
Since its role in surveying the seaport site,
Airobotics has expanded its use of swappable sen
sors to include LiDAR, day and night collection,
and 26x optical zoom. It packages an adaptable
multi-tool with sensors, automated hardware and
fully integrated software.
Airobotics is planning to participate in other
large industrial facility, property inspection and
mining projects. And the role of drones in Haifa
may yet continue. Port monitoring, traffic control
and intelligence decisions beyond the shoreline are
especially important in the politically charged east
ern Mediterranean. Similarly, drones can monitor
for environmental and ecological issues, which is
me.ani_ngful when dealing with the need to regu
larly inspect containers holding hazardous or toxic
materials and liquids.
"The seaport industry is primed for an increase in
drone usage," Kim concluded. "It's already increased
significantly over the past several years and, as the
port industry becomes more technologically ad
vanced, they will continue to seek out new technolo
gies that can improve their operational efficiency
and increase safety." Not surprisingly, she thinks
automated drones will be part of that equation. 8

